Too Much Screen Time in Schools?
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Much has been written recently about the amount of time young people are spending in front of small screens. NPR (National Public Radio) reported on a 2017 study by Common Sense Media that focused on the growth of small screen use by children under the age of eight. And though the implications of this alarming growth aren’t fully known, a timely Psychology Today article provided parents with a test to evaluate whether their young children are becoming overstimulated by too much exposure to digital devices.

Another recently published report raised concerns about the growth of vision problems — specifically myopia, or nearsightedness — diagnosed in children who spend large amounts of time in front of screens.

And while a timely Business Insider article reminded us how Bill Gates and Steve Jobs limited the amount of screen time for their own children, The New York Times writes about a group of early Facebook and Google employees who are recognizing the societal impacts of what they helped create, and have banded together to form an organization to examine and address the tech-addiction issues their work has wrought.

So, as educators, we must ask ourselves if we are contributing to a growing problem, or are we instead modeling a reasonable way for our students and families to embrace technology, but without becoming overwhelmed by its negative side effects. Because even the casual observer knows that schools are making significant efforts to increase the amount of technology they put into the hands of their students. From one-to-one computing initiatives to digital textbooks, the growth of technology in schools — powered by a burgeoning ed tech marketplace — represent a substantial shift in K-12 education.

EducationNext focused on this screen time issue in a forum between two thoughtful writers. One, Daniel Scoggin, a co-founder of a classical charter school network, and the other, Tom Vander Ark, one of ed tech’s big thinkers, presented side-by-side articles on the question: Should We Limit “Screen Time” in Schools? Both are worthy reads that articulate the debate from two unique perspectives.

But putting aside all of the possibilities that ed tech holds for further transforming education — through advanced personalized learning, augmented and virtual reality, digital personal assistants and more — in my view, there will continue to be a handful of basic questions that educators must consider to ensure they’re properly balancing technology in their classrooms, and aren’t contributing to the “too much screen time” concerns:

• Is the time students spend in front of screens engaging and purposeful?
• Are students joining together in focused face-to-face conversations, without the interruptions of digital devices, for a significant amount of time during each school day?
• Do teachers play an instrumental role in reviewing, monitoring and guiding their students’ technology use?
• In the classroom, is technology viewed as “just one of the tools” students can use to solve problems, answer questions and present information?
• Does the school provide training to parents on the most effective ways to guide and monitor their children’s technology use?
• Are students taught and encouraged to read deeply instead of simply skimming, to evaluate sources and consider viewpoints different than their own, and to become monitors of their own screen time and to know when and how to disengage from technology?

This article was printed from: http://www.govtech.com/education/news/too-much-screen-time-in-schools.html
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Current guidelines state students aged five to 18 shouldn’t be spending more than two hours per day engaged in electronic media for entertainment. Shutterstock
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One of the biggest issues modern schools and parents have to encounter is how to manage students’ electronic use. With this in mind, national sedentary behaviour guidelines from the Australian Department of Health are used as the major guide for schools and parents.

The guidelines state students aged five to 18 shouldn’t be spending more than two hours per day engaged in electronic media for entertainment (such as television, computer use and seated games). Yet the recommendations are commonly being exceeded and have even been challenged as being “virtually impossible” for students to meet.
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For example, two recent Australian polls, one of more than 20,000 students and the second of 2,600 students show around half those surveyed exceed the two hour guidelines.

An ABS population health survey of 9,000 households on whether young people were meeting guidelines resulted in a D minus report grade.

There are now many more aspects of electronic device use including laptops, smart phones, televisions, tablets, gaming devices and family computers that need to be considered beyond a set time or type of screen-based task.

In addition to physical inactivity and obesity risks, other possible health consequences can include sleep, eyes, posture and a range of other wellbeing issues.

**Additional physical risks**

It’s well known electronic device use prior to going to sleep can negatively influence a student’s sleep. A review of 20 studies over five years consisting of almost 126,000 school-aged students found associations between electronic device use before bedtime and reduced sleep quantity, quality, and excessive daytime sleepiness.

The use of electronic devices just before bedtime can cause students to stay up later and can reduce their melatonin levels (from the light from screens being used). This can throw out students’ circadian rhythms. Loss of sleep for school-aged students is likely to impact their learning.

Eye health is also important to consider. Recently, there have been media reports suggesting up to a quarter of students could be suffering from undiagnosed eye conditions. Electronic device use can
negatively impact on students’ eye health through strain from prolonged use, poor screen positioning, poor resolution (sharpness of the image), contrast (how images compare to the background) and/or level of brightness.

With so many devices now available in schools and at home, there is also an increased likelihood of postural issues. A desire for convenience of access can lead to awkward head and neck positions when looking at a screen. In addition to common computer mismatches between classroom furniture and a student’s body, the emergence of mobile devices can cause strains from a misalignment between a student’s line of sight and their hand position.

Postural difficulties in school-aged students can cause restricted circulation, fatigue, restrict breathing, eye strain and discomfort.

**Eight recommendations for students’ use of electronic devices**

1: Turn electronic devices off at least one hour before bedtime to improve a student’s ability to fall asleep, and help them **sleep longer**. This can help improve students’ daily health and, subsequently, their learning.

2: Administer a **20-20-20 rule** to break up unavoidable and prolonged periods of screen engagement. Advising students to look away from screens a maximum of every 20 minutes and looking 20 feet away for at least 20 seconds. This can allow a shift in focus and allow the muscles around the eyes to be exercised.

3: Ensure a “one and two foot rule” for smart phones to be **30 cm** and computer monitors/tablet screens to be between **50-63 cm** away from the head. The eyes can be strained from focusing on objects less than 30cm away.

4: Placement of mobile devices should be around eye level when reading/viewing to avoid **low gaze angles** which can impact on neck and head posture.

5: Evaluate whether an electronic device is essential for students’ engagement in a set task. There is evidence students prefer reading off paper during set tasks.

**Read more: Children prefer to read books on paper rather than screens**

6: Provide a screen intensity scale for students to showcase the different intensities of electronics during their screen-based learning activities. The more intensity, the more regular breaks are required. Different types of screen use (interactional, recreational or passive entertainment) and different devices require varying levels of engagement **intensity**.

7: Replace the term “seated games” in the guidelines with “passive games”. There are some seated games that could be healthy for students. This includes **active cycling** games that may help meet recommended activity guidelines.
8: Ensure text on students’ screens is three times larger than the smallest size they can read from a normal viewing position. Device sizes vary significantly, so students should be advised on the size of the text on the screen to reduce eye strain.

Postural difficulties in school-aged students can cause restricted circulation, fatigue, restrict breathing, eye strain and discomfort. Shutterstock

Overall, guidelines should provide more comprehensive recommendations of screen use for school-aged students, in addition to those in early childhood.

There are other areas of electronic media use that are important to consider. This includes using glasses designed to protect eyes from screen-based blue light and the importance of physically connecting with other people and nature.

Engagement with nature has been shown to develop restorative benefits including reduced stress, increased attention span and overall well-being. Modelling the recommended behaviours for electronic device use are also important for teachers and parents.

Technology is important, but so is student health, so we need more comprehensive guidelines.
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